 UWIC September 15, 2016

In attendance: S Bernard (co-chair), K. Stiver (co-chair), J Alexander, M Barboza, J Gagliardi, H Harper, M Knell, M Lamberti, S Latorre, A Marsoobian, J Mielczarski, T Ryder, P Starvaggi,

I. Call to order ~9:50

II. New Business:

   a) General discussion of plans for the semester
   b) Started specific discussion on the idea of whether BS and BA programs could/should have different LEPs. Committee is charged with talking to their departments for feedback. Members from fields this is an issue for are encouraged to look at comparable institutions. Co-chairs will look at other CSU gen ed requirements for BS/BA, and begin reaching out to chairs of departments with both BA and BS degrees.

III. Meeting adjourned 10:50

Minutes submitted by K. Stiver